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Installation 

Requirements 

 Unreal Engine 5.0.2 or latest for library content.  

 Free Houdini Engine Indie License v 19.0.582 or latest. 

 Houdini Engine for Unreal Engine Plug-in version 2.0.9 or latest.  

Installation Process  

1. Unzip ‘Crypt_Corridor_Maker.zip’ . 

2. Go to /UnrealContent folder. 

3. Copy /CGC_Crypt_Tools folder in your UE project content folder. 

4. Start UE.  

 

Quick Start  

1. In UE, go to /Content/CGC_Crypt_Tools/Crypt_Corridor_v1 in Content Browser. 

2. Drag & Drop `cgc_crypt_corridor_sop_1_0` Houdini Asset in the scene. 

3. After cooking, start editing parameters.  

  



Parameters 

 

  



General 

Quality :  This controls the overall quality. 

 

 Preview: Fastest mode for editing. 

 Final:  Compute final geometries, destruction simulation and vertex colors.     

 Template:  Show the blockout mesh of the corridor. 

Seed : Used to randomize stones placement.     

 

 

  



Shape Tab 

Corridor Width :  This control the corridor width . 

 

Corridor Height : This control the corridor wall height.

 

Walls Divisions :  This controls how many times a wall is subdivided into stones, higher value produces 

smaller stones.    

 



Walls Irregularity : This controls ratio between stones height and stones width, lower value produces 

square stones, higher value produces flatten stones.      

 

Walls Depth Noise : This randomly controls the depth of the stones.   

 

Pillars Width :  This controls stones pillar and arch width.

  



Pillars Min Stones Size : This controls arch and pillar stones length.

 

Roof Divisions :  This controls how many times a vault is subdivided into stones, higher value produces 

smaller stones.

 

Roof Convexity :  This controls arches and vaults convexity.

 



Floor Stone Min Size :  This controls the average size of the stones in the center.

     

Floor Stone Thickness : This controls thickness of the stones in the center.

  

Floor Stone Irregularity : This controls ratio between stones width and stones length, lower value 

produces square stones, higher value produces flatten stones.  

 

 

 



Floor Border Stone Min Size : This controls the average size of the stones on borders. 

 

Floor Border Stone Width :  This controls borders width. 

 

Floor Border Stone Thickness : This controls thickness of the stones on borders.

 



Floor Noise : This randomly controls the height difference between stones.

 

Dirt Mesh : This controls the dirt/moss mesh size.

 

  



Destruction Tab 

Cracks : This controls the amount of cracked stones.

 

Relax : This controls the amount of frames where physics is applied on each stones before applying 

destruction gizmos.  

 

 

 

 



Fragments Rate : This controls the amount of fragments to keep when destruction gizmos are used.    

 

Fragments Max Distance : This controls the distance beyond which the fragments are removed when 

destruction gizmos are used.

 

Fragments Min Size : This controls the minimum size below which the fragments are deleted when 

destruction gizmos are used.    

 



 

 

 

Materials Tab 

Stones Material : This is the reference path to Unreal material to use on stones meshes.     

Floor Material: This is the reference path to Unreal material to use on floors stones meshes.    

Dirt Material : This is the reference path to Unreal material to use on dirt mesh.     

Preview Stones Material : This is the reference path to Unreal material to use on stones meshes in 

Preview Quality mode. 

  



 

Output Tab 

Enable Nanite : This enable Unreal nanite property on output meshes (Final mode only).   

 

 

Polyreduce : This controls the polyreduce rate on final output meshes. 



Hide Roof/ Wall/Floor: This disable the roves, walls or floors mesh output.   

Curve Tab 

Curve : here are the standard parameters for the input curve. 

 

  



Gizmos 

Overview 

Gizmos are simple primitives that you can move around and scale to quickly destroy parts of the 

corridor. 

Quick Start With Gizmos 

1. Drag & Drop `cgc_crypt_corridor_sop_1_0` Houdini Asset in the scene. 

2. Make sure Quality parameter is set to Preview during editing. 

3. In Content Browser, go to /Content/CGC_Crypt_Tools/Crypt_Corridor_v1/Gizmos. 

4. Drag BP_Corridor_Gizmo_Destruction near to the corridor asset, it must intersect with the walls 

or rooves asset. 

5. Select the corridor Houdini Asset. 

6. In Details panel, go to Houdini Inputs section. 

7. Make sure the first parameter is set to World Outliner Input. 

8. Press Start Selection button. 

9. Select one or more Gizmos in the viewport. Note that if gizmos are already in the list, by clicking 

on "Start Selection", these gizmos are automatically selected, so just press the control key before 

selecting more. 

10. Press Use Current Selection. 

11. The corridor asset and gizmos are now linked, you can move and scale the gizmos again, the 

corridor will be updated automatically. 

12. Press G to hide or show gizmos in viewport. 

13. Set the corridor Quality parameter to Final to see the final result. 

 

 

 

 

 


